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SOME NOTES ON THE BELATIONS BETWEEN

SYNTACTIC AND METRICAL UNITS

IN A JAVANESE KIDUNG

n describing the peculiarities of the indigenous Indonesian metres
attention has for many years been onesidedly focussed on points

which may prove, or. have already proved, to be unessential and devoid
of importance. Biassed by misconceptiohs due to their knowledge of
foreign metrical systems authors made various attempts to gain an
insight into the intricacies of Indonesian versification. Elucidating the
character, gradually and inefficiently, of the Malay pantun has taken
a long time. The versified traditions of other communities are far from
attracting the attention which they deserve.

These preliminary observations are of course not to deny that a
description of the characteristics of the Javanese macapat stanzas as
given by Berg * is in itself perfectly relevant and adequate: consisting,
generally speaking, of a variable number of lines (verses) of unequal
length, they comprise a variety of forms characterized by a fixed
arrangement of a definite number of lines (verses), of a definite number
of syllables each, the last syllablé of each line having as a rule a definite
vowel. Thus the schema of the metre called durma is 12 a, 7 i, 6 a, 7 a,
8i , Sa, 7'i, that is to say: each stanza consists of 7 lines (verses), the
first of which has 12 syllables, the vowel of the last syllablé being a;
the second has 7 syllables, the final vowel being i etc. Other authors
have as a rulé limited themselves to similar observations, discussing
some deviations, if any, from the general scheme2 or problems of
textual criticism in connection with the metrical form of the poem
which they had made the object of their studies.3

What is left undealt with — and if I am not mistaken, undealt with

1 C. C. Berg, Inleiding tot de studie van het Oud-Javaansch, Soerakarta 1928,
p. 67. • .

2 See e.g. Prijono, Sri Tanjung, 's-Gravenhage 1938, p. S f.
"• See e.g. E. J. van der Berg, De val van Sora, Verh. Kon. Inst. II, 's-Graven-

hage 1939, p. Vil. ;
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SYNTACTIC AND METRICAL UNITS IN A JAVANESE KIDUNG. 9 9

always and everywhere —, is the relation between the outward metrical
form of the text and its contents. This is no matter for great wonder
since even in the field of comparative Indo-European linguistics this
interesting problem has been badly neglected. In studying the history
and prehistory of ancient Indo-European versification the attention of
Iinguists and philologists has been onesidedly absorbed by the problems
concerning the outward form of the metrical texts. The syntactic sides
of the intricate complex of problems raised by a careful study of the
remainders of ancient Greek, Latin or Indian poetry have by most
scholars been almost completely overlooked.4 There is, for the philolo-
gist and even for the linguist, something unsatisfactory in the endless
discussions of the interrelations between various sequences of long and
short syllables and in the many attempts to discover the original sources
of the metrical forms in which the ancestors, and even the common
ancestors, of Greeks and Indians, Romans and Iranians moulded their
thoughts. The thoughts themselves are almost completely left out of
consideration. No attention whatever is paid to the syntactic structures
which filled the metrical schemes, the development of which is studied
so zealously. No sufficient account is taken of the stylistic peculiarities
of the archaic types of versification. It does therefore not seem to be
an exaggerated statement that a comparative study of the syntactic
structures and the stylistic peculiarities of a variety of languages in
connection with the metrical schemes obtaining in their popular and
refined literatures, whilst throwing light on some important aspects
of the expression of human thought and emotions, will be a welcome
contribution to our knowledge of the early stages of literary art — the
term art to be taken in a very wide sense —; it may moreover be
considered a usefui and even necessary supplement to the metrical and
prosodie studies undertaken hitherto, as well as an enlargement of our
comprehension of the procedures applied by the poets of early and
popular poetry.

Turning now to particulars concerning the syntactic aspects of
indigenous 5 Javanese versification, it is clear already from a super-
ficial examination of any given text that the incisions between the
metrical units often are at the same time border-lines between syn-

4 The reader may be referred to a paper by the present author 'Syntax and
verse structure in the Veda', which will be published in the special volume of
'Indian Linguistics' published in honour of Sir Ralph Turner.

5 See N. J. Krom, Hindoe-Javaansche Geschiedenis2, 's-Gravenhage 1931, p. 51 f.
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100 J.GONDA.

tagmata.. This is small wonder, since these texts were. not intended
to.be read.or to be:recited before audiences exclusively consisting of
literary experts. How pronounced this tendency is in the Sri Tatijun
which will be our chief concern may be seen from a single quotation
(5, 69) ::laris:lampah ir.a tan asantun/ praptin taman manke/ araryan
adus.rin beji/ sampunyddus alunguh/ patani.madya nin ranu/ kady
anrasa rin-.atine/ ni Sri Tanjun.kan den-cipta/ baya onën ari nin.wan/
rupane katon: anëdap, a literal: translation of which is: "he.went on,
without delay. Now he_ reached the Pleasure-garden; he broke his
journey, had a bath in the bathing-pool. Having bathed he sat down,
(in) a summerhouse in the midst of the water. As if he feit in his
heart. (It was) Sri.Tanjuri, of whom the thought. "Perhapsmy wife
longs for me; I see her figure flashing".'.' Often each line of a stanza
constitutes a syntactic unit, and long strings of. short sentences Hmited
to. the length of a line are far.from rare: . l , 10; 11; 5, .167; 7, 8; 23;
28;.70..It is often difficult to make out the dim figures of sentences
through the regular r succession of. monostichous syntagmata. Can. we,
for: instance,.be certain that Dr.. Prijono was right in considering
1,,22are one .sentence, or. at least a counterpart of one Dutch sentence:
asuwe manke, dentralunguh/ Sidapaksa manke/ sinangarma den asari/
gandanya mrëbuk.arum/ anut in pawana asru. "langen tijd zat S. daar,
(als het,ware) verwelkomd door de bloemen, ^welker, geur. zich lieflijk
verspreidde op.het:waaien van een flinken wind"? It.would not'be
impossible:to:group these five verses as follows: ab; ede or. perhaps
alsö.otherwise. It is:true.that .in line f the subject changes, that g.'is a
quotation, that.gh again deal:with the person who is the subject.of:f,
criteria.on.which to rely in discerning sentences.

Thisiquality. of the.diction i's• reinforced.by the marked preference
for linking together a.large number óf brief notes and. details,.for
breaking up the account• of the events narrated.or the description of
the scènes pictured into many small sections dealing :with various
aspects, moments, or single subordinate happenings. One instance may
be quoted in full: 5,-109 atani manke kadi.pupunun/ ari ninsun manke/
lah muliha. sun-mban nini/ sampun lumampah lësu/ kan kayu katon
den-p.ëluk/ tinal.kasaputan manke/ atani-tani kagulun/ sarirdbuh tan
panlawan/ pëtën tan katon daratan "he got up and stared so to say
sullenly; (he said) "my dear, go home (with me); let me carry you;
dón'f tire yourself with walking". He embraced the trees which he saw;
(his)eyes were clouded now;he stood up repeatedly, (but then again
he feil and) rolled on the ground; his body swelled up, offered no
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SYNTACTIC AND METRICAL UNITS IN A JAVANESE KIDUNG. 101

resistance; it became dark, he did not see the ground (under his-feet)".
Gompare also: 5, 87; 88; 110; 153. :

'Diction and phraseology are to a considerable extent of the wide-
spread analytic, paratactic, successive.concatenatory type.6. Very often
two or.more parallel forms of the.same category are strungtogether
so as to denote • similar or complementary processes, or also different
stages of a process or different aspécts of aquality: .5, 12a sinambut
san dyah winawên kdsur "he seized the girland tóok her .to bed";
12c pinëpëk inarih-arih "he whacked (her), calmed her down (in order
to c. her d.)"; 12g anel anulak pamëkul; 19f sinambutinëmbah manke;
6, 33c ananis amëlas-asih; -7, 43e atatan-tatan adulur "orderlyand
forming acontinuous line". . .

.The unartificial stamp of syntax reflects'no doubt the. speech habits
of the Javanese-speaking communities whence ' these poems have
originaated. Compare e.g.: '5, 39 hi liwat manke panastanan/ tumurun
manke lon-lonan "hehad passed through the outer square, came down
slowly" (cf. also -40hi); 7, 56a-c amradddi sirên Taman-Agung/ won
Prdnalas manke/ won Indraprasta tan kari, lit. "they deliberated.'in thé
Great Park,-the men of P. now, the men of I. were not behindhand".
Ananalytic way of thinking is reflected by.passages such'as 5, 8hi:sun
kaka ginawa luna/ sun milu rin mërcapada instead of "take me along
with you to the world of men'.';:and 5, :40ab tumurun .in banjaran
anlanu/ tan age lampahe:iirst.the process, thenthe modification and
not: "he descended in no hurried manner". This simplë syntactic
structure and analytical concatenations óf uncomplicatedthoughts, this
aversion to long sentences : and intricate combinations of clausès, in
short to any kind of complexity produced'also süch.vivid and graphic
descriptions • as the • following: : 1, 32: sapên ' kono' nini putu ninsun/
adandana manke/ kukurënan den agëlis/ asuwe kaki putu/ adoh rëke
sanka nipun/ rin Sinduraja.sanken'e/ utusan ira.san prabu/ kinon
ameta usada/ de mardja Sulakrama,. which in: a literal translation may
come.to "which (of;you girls is).there, my granddaughters? Get ready
now, fona meal; be.quick! Ouryoung friend is here already fora long
time, and he has come from afar, you know. He comes from S., (he is)
a messenger of the king, who has been commissioned by.king S. to go
for medicine". See e.g. also 6, 1-3; 7, 60;.65.

It was this syntactical. freedom, looseness,.. and simplicity which

B See 'Universele tendenzen in de Indonesische Syntaxis', Bijdr. Kon. Inst.
107, p. 179 ff.; W. Havers, Handbuch der erklarenden Syntax, Heidelberg
1931, p. 88; 118; 160 and passim.
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102 J. GONDA.

rendered possible the organization of longer agglomerations, so complex
and yet so freely cónstrued, in which these poets took delight. One
might in rendering 5, 68a-f praptin sowan manke tulak tangul/ ka-
lëswan areren/ anonton kan palwa milir/ rame pada adayun/ tata-
buhane anlanu/ kady anwayan den-tandaki... into a modern Western
language, or in Latin, prefer one complex sentence to the four short
seritences in Dr.Prijono's Dutch translation: "Now, af ter having
reached the mouth of the river, the dams and dikes, he was overtak'en
by fatigue and had a rest, watching the vessels which came down the
river rowing with stir and bustle, the music of which (sounded) pleasing
tö the ears as if they (the crew; people) performed a wayang-play,
brightened with dancing". Something similar is 5, 76 relating, without
any conjunction, a story based on second-hand information: insun uni
luna anunulup/ praptên kubon ira/ kasatan anjaluk banu/ papat kawula
ninsun/ katëmu dewi Sri Tanjun/won lanan amanku wake/ inaras tur
den-cucumbu/ ujare kawulan inwon/ papat pada matur inwan "the
other day I went out shooting, I camé into your garden, thirsty,
intending to ask for water; four servants of mine came upon S. T., a
man held her on his lap, who kissed her and fondled her, according
to my servants, four, all (of them) reporting the same (facts) to me".
Cf. also 5, 143.

There is'even room for the contention that the syntagmata contained
in a stanza very often follow each other in a perfectly natural way.
Cf. e.g. 7,64.

In view of the stylistic peculiarities of these texts it is small wonder
that the logical connections between two syntactic groups are not
always clear at first sight; they often are implicit and sometimes they
even remain obscure or doubtful: 2, 11de anrënë wërtanipun/ won jro
pura kan awëruh "(who) had heard rumours from kraton people who
were wèll informed" (cf. Prijono's translation) or: "(who) had h.r.:
it was (the) kraton people who were w. i."; 6, 15fg marma ninsun tëka
dewek/ muliha rin rama ninsun "the motive of my coming alone: I
will return to my mother" (i.e. "I come alone, because..."); 7, 14hi
san nata amapag ujar/ ni Sri Tanjun gaweala "the king came to meet
me with gossip < the geheral bearing of which was that > S. T. had
behaved ill"; 4, 2de. 5, li kaki kan dira-baktaa/ pitun dina sird mantuka
"what shall'I give you, my dear, < when af ter > seven days you will
go home"?; 13hi; 14d (indeed); 16c (but still); 17d (for); 17i (for);
6, 28i (for); 7, S5é (while). One of the peculiarities of this diction is
indeed the pronounced aversion to conjunctions. Compare e.g. also S. T.
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indeed the pronounced aversion to cojunctions. Compare e.g. also S. T.
5, 2 agun branta larasmara/ kedanan rih Sidapaksa "great (their)
amorous longing, suffering from love < for > they were infatuated
with S."; 5, 102c (for). Clauses introduced by prapti or tëka — e.g.
5, 5 f.; 20b; 6, 10 f.; 7, 70b — must often be translated by "when, as
soon as (he, she) arrived". Instead of our ij clauses we may find an
-a form without a conjunction: 5, 17e sira amangiha kewuh~"ii .you
should meet with difficulties (should you.. .)". Compare also 5, 4a; 33ba.

Another feature is the absence of any reference to the grammatical
subject where we would expect to find one: 7, 2g-i paren amaswas
andulu/ anlerëk atankëb lawan/ lumaju rin pagulinan "simultaneously
they (S. T. and her husband) had a good look at each other; (S. T.)
turned aside, slammed the door . ..": For other 'brachylogy' compare
e.g. 5, 74 and typical constructions such as 5, 98e parerenan adoh banu,
lit. "the resting-place far from water", i.e. "in the neighbourhood of
the r. no water can be found". .

Counterparts of our relative pronouns are likewise left unexpressed
in cases such as 5, 14g sinunan ganten anëne/ tinarimên lati gëmpuk
"he gave her a nice betel-quid; she accepted it with (her) thick lips":
29f. Cf. also 5, 15c.

In the preceding pages we have seen ample evidence of the tendency
to fill up a metrical unit with a single syntactic group. Significant,
however, is the fact that not rarely two syntagmata of smaller compass
are united in one line. Many of them constitute a copulative combination
of two identical schemes:.l, 18e wona ranga wona rumpuk "ranga
and rumpuk flowers"; 2, 24a; 25c. 1, 15c kayu mas lan kayu purin
"gold trees and purin shrubs"; 19c; 61h; 4, 6a.; 5, 63e kuran tënah
lëwih susu; 98d adoh lor adoh kidul. Instances of other combinations
within the limits of one single line are however not wanting: 5, 12a
sinambut san dyah winawên kasur "he took the girl up (and) took her
to bed''; 15a den agun ampuranën pukulun "be generous (and) forgive
the man"; 15e nilakrama tan wr'in laku "I behave well (but) I don't
know what I do" ; 19a tumurun alon anajum kampuh "she got up slowly
(and) put her shawl into order". Cf. also 5, la ; 24a.

It now remains to enumerate some of the most frequent syntactic
groups which as a rule coincide with a line: subject-verb groups: 1, 7g
rowane pada gumuyu; 8f kapkapan muni kumëtut; groups consisting
of subject, verb, and adjunct: 1, 9c krura socanya lumirin; verb-agens
groups: 1, 9b den-jrih in won tumon; groups consisting of a determined
predicate and a subject: 1,.17e mudar muka karëpipun "his intention
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was to clean his face"; • combinations of adjuncts: 1, 3d kasy-asih
amlas-ayun; prepositional groups : 1 , 4i ri bagawan Tambapetra; 5, 24b
..; matur/. rin hyan Sakra manke; 6, 38f agun banaspatipun/ rin
andadalih tan-tulen; cf. 7, 27b; cf. also 4, 2f; groups beginning with
de in the sense of "as to" : 6, 42g de nira amdngih kewuh; agent groups
introduced by de, denin; 1, 3i de maraja Silakrama = 5, 23h; 4b; 6,
21e; 7, l c ; substantive groups governed by de: 1, 7i rame denya ara-
rasan jclauses introduced by denin "as tó" : 1, 41 f; injunctions begin-
ning with den• etc.: 1, 44i; syntagmas indicating time: 5, 30a liman
raina diwasanipun "five days had gone by'.', part of them being intro-
duced by particles, e.g. duk "when": 6, 5i duk pinatenan rin sëma;
word groups introduced by the negative partiële tan: 5, '33c i tan
pamangiha bancana (cf. 6, 45i) ; 41a; groups introduced by the 'vetative'
partiële aja: 5, 33c e aja sinansaya tênsun; 1, 5a; by yen "that, if":
1, 40g, h; 5, 35c; 72b; 7, 13g; by pan "for, because", 4, 2d ;word
groups expressing an "as if" or a simile or comparison and introduced
by kaya, kadya, Iwir, yaya: 1, 9i Iwir wint katingal priya;~5, 46i kaya
age rainad; 50c; 7, Ie, g, i; 47i; 5, 38i Iwir muksah këdapakëna; 6, 28i
yaya dewati andarat; (for a simile without kadi etc. see 3, 12h); ad-
ditions introduced by tur: 1, 3h; word groups beginriing with a term
composed with the prefix sa-: 5, 45g salalise marêrinsun "now that he
has left me"; 6, 8e sdtëka nira rin lëbüh "as soon as- she had reached
the road"; groups béginning with ana "there is (was etc.)" and indicating
the beirig in a place: 6, lb anên jaba manke "being outdoors now";
5, 29h; 31c; 129b; groups introduced by wus etc, which indicates that
the process described has reached completion: 2, 2h; 3b; 4, 9bc wus
abakti manke/-wus alingih rin palipir; 5, 181b; groups of words
expressing an-.address: 5, ld duh kaki putu ninsun; 9h kakanku ki
Sidapaksa; 16g; permissive or adhortative phrases beginning with lah
and containing an -a form: 5, 33c d lah mantuka ki putu; 33g; com-
binations of verbal forms: 5, 53c; cf. also 1, 3h; 6b; introduced by
ana: 1, 7c andnikal ananuün "some of them playing at cikals/ others
playing the flute".

Other constructions used so as to fill up la single line are, inter alia:
5, 9a sidapaksdsuwe tan pamuwus, lit. "S. was long in being silent";
sentences of the type 6, la won mandala kabeh paddlëmbur; interro-
gative"sentences such as 6, 8g sapa rowan ira babu?; nominal phrases
such as 5, 71h panarka ninsun rin warna, lit. "my conjecture judging
from his looks" i.e. "from his 1. I guessed (that)", the content of the
conjecture following, again, paratactically;. an adjective or a verbal
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form and the complementary or consecutive phrases belongihg to it:
6, 30i peten tan katon 'daratan; 5, 33c a; continuations of the story
(after temporal adjuncts etc.): 5, 28ab benjananipun/ tur inundan
manke; predicates- accompanied by a motivation: wënah pan dewaty
ahdarat; hyp'othetical clauses óf the type 2, ISh.ulatana sanagdra.

More sparing use is made óf structures of" a somewhat complicated
character: 5, lOh. sun-warah yen sira ala "I shall teil" that you have
done (me) harm"; 7, 66i. Part of these syntactic units call for special
attention. Thus the familiar formula 5, 25a batara Indra liniramuwus
(cf. 173a;'183a; 187a) constitutes a special type of the so-called partitive
construction (appositio partitiva),7 the 'literal' meaning being: "god I.
his words when speaking (were)", i.e. "god I. said".

Now that we have traced out some of the main characteristics of
the structure of these stanzas we may brief ly refer to our efforts made
to describe the style of a prose text written in a similar 'late' Old
Javanese idióm.8 It appeared that the large majority of cola —r parts
of an uttérance which are complete in themselves in construction — of
the Korawasrama have'from 6 to 12 syllables. The average nurhber
of syllables of the wukir metre in which the Sri Tanjun is composed
is 8. These numbers agree very well with what must be considered to
constitute. normal breath-units. The length of verses as well as minor
syntactic units in prose is on the average also 8.9 The interpunction
in the manuscripts of Javanese prose texts and the 'caësuras' in the
kidung stanzas no doubt indicate the normal pauses. The difference
between the Korawasrama and the Sri Tanjun is of course, the regular
alternation of the units in the latter and the absence, in the poem, of
cola longer than 10 syllables (the first lines of the stanzas having that
number). The syntactic structures exhibited by the prose text are to
a certain extent similar to the above syntagmata occurring in the Sri
Tanjun. A careful comparison between the two styles which would be
of interest cannot,for reasons of space, be undertaken'here, but there
shoüld be room for the observation that all syntagmata occurring in
the Sri Tanjun conform to the rules of Javanese syntax as known
from contemporary prose texts.

7 See also W. Havers, Handbuch der erklarenden Syntax, Heidelberg 1931, p.
46 and 220; J. B. Hofmann, Indog. Forsch. 42 (1924), p. 81 f.; for non-Indo-
European languages E. Littmann, ibid. 35 (1915), p. 244 ff.; H. Jensen, Zs.
f. Eingeborenen-Sprachen 13 (1923), p. 258.

8 Opmerkingen over Oud-Javaanse zinsleer, Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 105 (1949), p. 25 ff.
9 See Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 105, p. 29 and A. W. de Groot, Algemene versleer,

Den Haag 1946, p. 108 ff.
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The exigencies of versification as well as the traditional narrative
style and the stereotyped phraseology induced these poets to make, in
the final parts of the verses, their choice from a comparatively limited
number of terms, and these final words often conditioned the occurrence
of complete phrases and syntagmata. Thus 1, lb tan sipi lawase; 2b
rin rajya sankane; 3b satriya sankane; 1, 30b tan age lakune (cf. 1, 65b
lumaku tan age); 52b and 63b kawarnaa manke; 2, 10b; 7, 37b kan
kocapa manke are phrases of considerable frequency, and words con-
taining the rhyming syllable are not rarely repeated in one of the
following stanzas: 2, 7b kawuwusa manke: 8b majarakën manke; 2, 12b
marin kapatihan: 13b praptên kapatihan. It must in this connection
be borne in mind that this genre of poetry could hardly exist without
formulae, i.e. without sets of words which are used, with little or no
change, whenever the situation with which it deals occurs. The tasks
of composition and recitation would be too difficult and too uncertain
for many poets and narrators if they could not resort to fixed phrases
and traditional formulas, the use of which is even fundamental to more
or less improvised oral poetry. If they are indispensable to many poets,
they are also helpful to the audience. The recurrence of fixed sets
of words enables the listeners to ease their attention, since the phrases
demand no effort of comprehension. Their very familiarity makes the
audience feel at home in the world of the poet's imagination.

The repetitions and variations on the same expressions considered
here may therefore be said to belong to a special department of the
poet's technique: S. T. 1, 8a laris manke lampahe tan asru "their march
was now continued, quietly": l l a Upas lampahe manke tan asru: 18a
mintar m. l. t. a. lit. "now the march departed, quietly", i.e. "from
there he went on"; cf. also 2, 15 sampun luna lampahe tan asru; 3, 27a
byomamarga l. t. a.; 1, 36a; 39a Bagawan Tambapetra amuwus "the
reverend T. said": 1, 48a; 2, 29; 39; 3, 47; 4, 2 Ki Sidapaksa lini-
ramuwus: 2, 22; 33; 38 Ni Sri Tanjun lih ira amuwus: 4, 55 Batara
Indra lin iramuwus: 4, 12 B. I. alon amumus; 5, 69b praptin Taman
manke: l,.48h b praptên jawi m.: 3, 21b praptin dalëm.m.; cf. 1, l lb ;
2, 13b; 5, 70e and 7, 31d tan warnanën rin ënu: 7, 22a tan warnanën
lampahe rin ënu "his march be passed over in silence"; 7, 3ld; cf.
also 6, 62f; 5, 115a tan warnanën manke kan wus mantuk: 7, 63a tan
kocapa sira san wus rauhyR. L. 1, 130 mesëm ken Sora ra Wiro atur
sëmbah: 140 mesëm sira Wïraraja saha sëmbah; 4, 96: 103; S. T. 3,
22abc ana manih gantia nin wuwus/ kan kocapa manke/ kan luna
ucapa malih "again, there is something which may give variety to the
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narrative, (and) which may be related now; let the story now deal with
him who had left" may be compared to 2, lOabc ana malih g: n. w./
k. k. m. etc. ; '3, 1; 2, 10b; 3, l b ; 5, 21b; for kawarnaa manke see also
1, 52b; 63b; 5, lb ; for caritanën m. 2, l l b ; kawuwusa m. 2, 7b.

Not infrequently a whole line is literally repeated in the next stanza:
5, 25a: 26a batara Indra lin iramuwus: "God I. said"; 3, 42g panger
ajana malayu "wait, let there be nobody who takes to his heels"; 46g:
47g kapati dene malayu; 5,4b: 5b; 6,12a: 13a; the line 3,18i patrëm tan
sah kinëpitan is 3, 19i literally repeated. 6, 43b: 44b rin Pranalas
manke. Or a line is repeated in one of the following strophes: S. T. 1,
26b: 29b den-warah ramane; 1, 46b: 47b: 48b: 61b: 66b: 2, l b ; 5b
ni'Sri Tanjun manke; 3, l b : 22b kan kocapa manke. Or part of a line,
or of two successive Unes is repeated: S. T. 7, 10c mansuia pada hyan
Nini: 16c mansul rin pada hyan Nini; cf. lOd aja wruh rin won jalu:
16d tan wruh marin won jalu; cf. alsö 5, 126gh. The line 5, 102i mlësata
rin babasahan returns 103i as mlësat marin b ; the line 5, lOlba satyên
laku sura wanin kewuh as 104a satyên patvsura wani k. Elsewhere the
same schemeis repeated: 7,'46a won anende lawan won aganjur: 47a
won aberok lawan won anuntul. Mention may also be made of repe-
titions such as 3; 44e rowan ajana malayu: 45 g panger ajana malayu.

Elsewhere again the vertical correspondence is limited to the repe-
tition of a single word, sometimes also by the recurrence of the same
number of vocables: 5, 19a tumurun alon anajum kampuh "she got up
(from bed) slowly, putting her shawl in order": 20a tumurun sira
lumaju mantuk "she descended and went home directly"; 1, 40e ki
Sidapaksa amuwus: 41e ki batur line amuwüs; 1, 2b: 3b; 7, 24d: 25d;
1, 9e asangani manuk këtur: l l e a. paksi bunbun (notice the synonyms
m.:p.); 3, 4óh: 49h. Kid. Pam. 4, 118 kan Dulan-Manap tan këna
sinayutan/ tinut punan-paddti...: 119 kan kary agësan olih akindayu-
tan/ ri kipin in padëti; R. L. 1, 25: 26; 54: 55. One of the minor
characteristics which have thus far been left unnoticed is indeed the
tendency to place, in a number of stanzas belonging to the same canto,
identical words in corresponding positions (vertical correspondence).
Thus 5, 70a; 71a; 72a begin with sampun; 5, 39h and 40h begin-with
liwat, 39i and 40i with tumurun. 6, 22b ni Sri Tanjun manke is iden-
tical with 6, 23b; 25b; 27b; 28b; 6, 43b rin Pranalas manke with 6,
44b. The-poet of the Sri Tanjun has a marked predilection for the
word manke "now, then" at the end of the second line of a stanza (e.g.
1, 6; 8; 12; 13; 18; 22; 24; 28; 32; 35; 36; 40; 42; 43; 46; 47; 48;
48a etc). Often this manke is a mere expletive (cf. 6, 10). The name
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pun Lohakërya occurs, in the Kid. Pam., at the end of a first line in
4, 175; 176; 179 and 181.

It is indeed well known that in the archaic and popular modes of
verbal expression various procedures of vertical correspondénce — for
instance anaphora or epiphora — are of considerable frequency. That
this predilection for parallel schemes — which is also one of the' most
striking characteristics of the contemporaneous prose stylé*0 — was
also shared'by the authór of the Sri Tanjun may be exemplified by
the following quotations: 5, 4Shi is a fine example of repetition of the
same scheme, anaphora and rhyme: sapamayu gëlun buyar?/ sapamayu
sinjan lukar ? Compare also: 1, 48d hi won lanan lunajar-ajar/ won
wadon anindan-inddn "(if) the husbarid becomes a hermit, the wife
becomes a recluse". Similar instances of anaphora are e.g. 5, 79de ana
anampa kampuh/ andnampa këndit lulut; 7, 68bc paran ta wadine/
paran kranane ya'prapta "what does it mean? what is the reason why
he cömes ?"; 6, 41ab. Stanza 3, 7hi two kan clauses occur in succession:
kan den-sëmbah luna tëkaf kan den-pet kaya 'insuna.' Two orthree
clauses introduced by the same verb form follow one another: 1, 60bc
den-pankurabine/ den-pamimirwenkën tapih "he made his wife sit on
his lap, he folded her skirt"; 6, 26a-c; 34e-g; 3, 43cd aja kan amrih
aurip/ ajatingal palayu; 48de.

The following are examples of responsio: 1, 63hi cankelun kadya
galundan/ cici kolin kadya boncah;2, 26de ëmas tigdn pëlënkun/ lan
kombala tigdn gêlun (rhyme); 5, 48de.

Sometimes these anaphoric repetitions are interrupted by another
line: 5, 53b anangawa seser: d ana anrajut agun. Compare also 5,'24e,
f, g, i manawi "perhaps". Epiphoric repetition may be interrupted in
the same way: 2, 33e-g lalakone 'pitun tawun/ rin sdbran Malayu rëke/
alaldkon pitun tawun (emotional and exclamatory communication).

There are also cases of forms recurring' in similar phrases in the
following line: 7, 41ab widyadari wus pada tumurun/ wus rumansuk
manke "the w. had descended, had entered into . . ' ."; ef. also 5/173fg.
Elsewhere'the negative and the affirmative form of the same scheme
combine: 5,' 104fgfrm den-tolïh'tdtu nipun/ den sutsutin fudirane. No
reader of these texts can fail to notice that they abound in descriptions
of successive events br of occurrences which can be analyzed into a
number of single or individual actions. They' belong to the mechariics
of narrative and are highly appreciated by the audience. Being con-

10 For particulars see Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 105, p. 33 ff.
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ceived as parallel prpcesses the single actions.are as a rule, grammatic-
ally and stylistically,. described in parallel schemes: 1, 6fg.kapunkur
kan nagarane/ kacunduk in garyan-garyan; 5, 43 asësëmbar tan agërin/
apipilis tan.anlu; 5,. 5led binuru denin bukikil/ sinëran den ulam
mundun "chased. by b.,, bitten to pieces by sharks"; 52cd. ombak
anëmpuh rin tëpi/ ombak kocak atarun "(part of the) waves lashed
the shore, (other) waves dashed against each other". Compare also 5,
80fg; lOlbc-e.

Another device used by these poets is the epanaleptic repetition of
a word occurring in a preceding line in one of the following verses: 6,
la-c won mandala kabeh padalëmbur/ anên jaba manke/ anlëmbur in
panti bumi, lit. "all the women of the hermitage, being outdoors now,
performed night-work in the pavilion, in the compound"; 1, 41fg denin
karmdparëk manke/ aparëk kena kinayuh. Compare also. the repetition
exemplified by 5,, 61gh, mëdar rpma mrëbuk arum/ roma mëlëtuk
apanjan; 7, 8cd bapana tatamu prapti/ tatamu mantü putu.

It is a tendency in archaic.and popular literature to describe similar
occurrences by similar phrases and expressions and to repeat a des-
cription or communication whenever the occasion arises. A fine speci-
men, of analytical parallel description is furnished by the poet of the
Sri Tanjun.in 5, 179b-f: definite persons have to bathe under definite
trees, in definite quarters of the • sky, etc.: wudi agun (randu agun,
ansana agun, kayu irën, nagasari) kan wetan (k. kidul, k. kulon, k.
ëlor, rin madya) puniku/ kitiran • (ulun si, kapudan, gagak si,.menco
si) manuke/'in sor tirtane. (toyane) .aënin . . . : wherever possible the
same words are repeated in all five parallel stanzas. Instructions given
to messengers- or intermediaries are, in this style, of ten almost literally
repeated. Information imparted^or orders,given to a-person are like-
wise repeated in fullto othêrs. Compare ::2, 26de: 3, 25gh: 3, 53ef;
5, 7,4cd; 7, 9£-i:- 15f-i (with some grammatical variation).

The use of formulas. and more or. less fixed. phrases may easily
induce prolixity and tautologies: 5, 32bc ndan- linira manke f kiSida-
pdksa linnêki, lit. "but his words npw, S.,lhis words here''; 47bc
kawarnaa manke/ kan mulih ucapën manih•••; .4, lb nëhër sira manke/
(ki S. atur këris). Introductory phrases of the popular type filling up
a verse are, e.g., 6,„15f.marma ninsuntëka;dewek;:l9d,paran:wadine
iku. Notice also the popular syntacticallyand:metrically bïarticulate
locution 5,-22de tan lyan.paran.in wuwus/ ki Siddpaksa winuwus.-.

In - interpreting,. these • stanzas of ten • are the: occasion • of doubt. and
incertitude with regard to the mutual relations between the syntagmata.
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To a modern reader it would appear that in a frequency of passages
the connecting links between two or more thoughts are left unexpressed,
that the poets like to jump from one topic to ariother without 'warning
their audience by suitable transitional formulas or connecting elements.
Whereas 5, 173i ajdna pada lan sira "let there not be (a woman) who
is equal to you" may be considered a natural and colloquial reinforce-
ment after "I shall make you perfect", the insertion of a conjunction
being, even in an English translation, superfluous, any reference to
the actual movements of the person addressed" in 3, 49c is, to the
detriment of a prompt understanding, left unexpressed. Compare also:
5, 32 . . . paran ta polahe manke/ tur insun iki inutus/ ni Sri Tanjun
olih tapa... and 1, 48c, where between b and c a link is missing. The
beginning of a quotation is not always marked by introductory for
mulas: 5, 3 1 ; 33; 37b; 179.

In general therefore syntactic groups coincide with the metrical units.
Exceptions are, in the Sri Tanjun, extremely rare: 5, 140hi insun nini
babara yan/ tëkaa saparan inwan the break is in an üncommon way
after, not before the 'conjunction' yan; 7, 73ab . . . mungvf in/punkur
sira manke. The separation of a prefix and the base-word to which it
belongs by a caesura (S. T. 1, 37bc) is a frequent practice among the
poets of other kidungs; cf. e.g. R. L. 4, 65 polah/ane; 67 tinarima/
kenen; 69 a/mën-amën; 74 ujar/nya; Pam. 1, 105 d/masan; 112
a/nëpun, etc. For S. T: 5, 59gh cf. e.g. Nag. 19, ld.

However, cases are not rare in which a group of words which are
syntactically closely connected is distributed over two successive lines,
but it is symptomatic that even then each line contains a minor syn-
tagma, which may be supplemented by an adjunct, a word expressing
time, address, relations, or an expletive. Compare: 5, 14bc dewi Suci
manke/ Usu yaya tan pagalih "S. now/ feit languid as if (she had) no
bones"; similarly: 5, 4bc; 7, 30gh; 33bc; 64bc etc.; 5, 23bc sampun
depun age/kaki putu sinun mulih lit. "don't too soon, lord, permit my
grandson to go home";'23de baya rusit san prabu/ manke marin putu
ninsun "perhaps the king (will) make trouble/ now for my grandson".

Thus subject and predicate may be placed on either side of a caesura:
1, 45de yen mempër in sanmantuk/ rupane tatamu iku "that the
outward appearance of that guest looks like him who has gone home";
2, 21bc inaturan manke/ toya rai denin ceti; 3, 28ab; 40bc; 6, 17de
dinusan kamandalu/ layon insun tur den-wastu "she bathed my dead
body with holy water and pronounced blessings over it"; compare also
the type 3, 32ef widadara sëk supënuh/ anankil jën in batara. Subject
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and predicate are divided by the caesura, each of them being supple-
mented by other words: 1, 36bc wètokëna manke/ kukurënan den
agëlis, lit. "take out, now, the meal; be quick"; 1, 12 sumênkên gëgër
katon anlanu/ pasawahan manke.

Sometimes two coordinated terms are separated by a caesura: 5, 6bc
karunw in tanise/ sabdane sah surdpsari "he heard the weeping, the
words of the nymph"; 79bc; 4Ofg. The second member may be intro-
duced by a copulative: 5, 73hi anaturakën kombala/ kalawan ëmas
punika; 74cd.' That enumerations of proper names and similar terms
require such divisions is self-evident: 5, 8de Supraba Tunjun- biru/
Nilottama kakan insun; 5, 30. Also that they are an excellent means
of adding, in the latter line, an apposition. to a term occurring in the
former: 6, 43de pawëwëkase rinsun/ pasangirine karunu "the instruc-
tion left to me, her solemn statement has been heard".' Incidentally
however a minor syntagma has been split up: 3, 50de manddlawana
satus/ ron atus sewu ron ewu ".... 100/ 200, 1000, 2000".

Nominal groups consisting of a regens and a rectum are likewise
divided 'symmetrically': 3, 1 anapa rupane iku/ rabine ki Sidapaksa,
lit. "how is the outward appearance/ of S.'s wife?"; 1, lbc; 2, 3ef;
3,: 36hi; 5, 27bc; 85fg; cf. also 1, 25bc pan iya kramane/ kinuncan
denin hyan Widi "for such is life for those at whom Providence has
been aiming". Compare also: 7, 32bc punapa wadine/ kaki deniramet
kanti. A verb may be placed in one line, its object in another: 1, 42bc
wikan sira manke/ ulah tinkah in awisti lit. "now she understood (his)
manner, his behaviour of a love-sick (man)"; 1, 5bc. A verb and its
complement are placed on either side of the caesura: S, 43hi . . . sapa-
gulinari/ lan...

Enumerations and long strings of co-ordinated elements belonging
to thê  same category are of course distributed over two or more vérses,
but very often each verse constitutes a more or less distinct minor syh-
tactic unit: 7, 19a-f sakwehin anguguntun manuyu/parapoco manke/
sakweh in titindih wukir/ kan amulun murundun/ amëtin law'an pupu-
tut/inon tëdunakën kdbeh, lit. "all the men. who live as g., (all) 'm.,
all the p.- now, all those who occupy the mountains, the a. (and) m., the
a. and p., I shall make (them) come down, all of them". Cf. also 1, 40a-c
niniwa Kutên tuntun in suruh/ Titi-Murti manke/. Catur-Jantaka tan
kari; 5, 51ef. :

That an enumerative explication should fill up a separate verse after
the verse containing a general indication of the objects meant is only
natural: 5, 163fg sarwa gënëp raragine/ talënan „wëdun tambilun "all
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the utensils. were ready, v iz . . . " ; 186fg. Other types:of appositional.
groups are the following: 3,' 25d manusa jati.nonkaki/inutus desan
prabu; and explicative appositions such as.5, 70i anëngeh-boya mantu-.
ka/ pambatan ira paneran, lit. "you aresaid not to come home (they
say that.you....)» prediction of the king".

Not infrequently the subject proper follows in another.line af ter the
predicate: 5, 44ab. kanen sapolahe rin.jinëm rum/ dewi Suci manke,
lit. "she. thought of all her experiences in the bed of love, the divine
S. now". Other instances are:.l , 46ab; fg; 5, 18ab; 20hi; 39fg; 140ab;
144de; 6, 21ab. Sometimes a word group governed by another group
or terrri is separated from it by other words and placed in another line:
5, 153ab. prabawa nira orëg alindu/ ni Sri Tanjun manke, lit. "(the
effect of) her miraculous power was a commotion (in nature) involving
an .earthquake, of.S. T. now". An explicative apposition may occupy
a similar position.: 5, 65hi kabeh katon lamat-lamat/nagara rin Sindu-
raja. Compare. also. 5," 121gh aria durgama rin banu/ bajul atëndas
raksasa- "there was an obstacle to the crossing of the water, (viz.) a
crocodile.. ."; 6, 40hi iku ta kaarëp ira/ amateni tan padosa; 5, 22ab
pitun wëgun- lawase'iriku/ rin swargan ta manke.

Adjunctive complex phrases are often placed, after the nounwhich
they qualify, in a separate verse: 5, 124b këbo-raja manke lawan sëmut/
sarambah tëndase "king-buffalos and ants with heads of the size of a
pot" (or:."the heads of which are as big as a pot", lit. "their heads as
big as a pots"). Similarly 2, 26b; 5, 142f; 50f; 7, 20de. See also 7, 65ab
kan'sawiji.den-tawan karuuiun/ sasambat ujare; 66ab: the subject of
a verbal clause determined in the above way; cf. also 1, 20ab; 7, 84ab;
compare also 5, 80de ki Sidapaksdndulu/ ulate awrënat-wrënut. The
type 5, 49hi is also worth mentioning: amancin lawan amayan/ layare

. patifirkarëdap. Nomina! clauses referring to an informant are-likewise
limited to a single line: 1, 29d ujare ni Sri'Tanjun.

'Herausstellung'1X of the subject is far from. rare: 5, 23a Bat ara
Sëno Knirdmuwus, lit.: "B. S., his words said"; 25a; 5, 51ab lansaran
sëlar lawan tanuru/ tan wruh tinkahane;-6, 38hi won winawadul-
wadulan/ atmaneanëmukawah;7, 49ab won amëtin 'lawan para putut/
kasinsal këtüne,'lit. "thé w. and the p., their caps were blown off";
83ab.; 5, I79brab. Mention may also be made of constructións.such
as 3, 23gh sagara lor wetan kidul/ yan tinon kaya tëmpura, lit. "the

11 See e.g. W. Havers, Der sogenannte 'nominativus pendens', I.F. .43, p. 207 ff.;
O. Behaghel, Deutsche Syntax, III, Heidelberg 1928, p. 452, IV (1932), p. 2S6.
For 'prolëpsis' in the Korawasrama see Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 105, p. 55 f,
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northern sea, eastern sea, southern sea, if one has a look at them, it
is as if they>unite": first an enumeration of the similar elements, then
the doublé predication. Or the subject, accompanied by another word,
is placed in a separate verse, the predicate following in thé next: 6, 17bc
rama ninsun reke/ anruwat mala hyan Nini; cf. also the type 5, 123hi
liman dtëndas raksasa/ paddmëdëk rin Ankatan.

Sometimes however we should not mistake the shadow for the
substance. Although a modern interpreter might feel tempted to regard
the words kewëhe and wacana in 3, 38fg as determinatum and deter-
minans, there is every probability that the second line is an explicative
apposition: tan wruh yen ana kewëhe/ wacana kan mungw" in surat:
"niet wetende, dat er moeilijkheden voor hem dreigden, (veroorzaakt
door) de woorden die in de brief stonden" (Prijono). One object may
belong to two verbs which are placed in different verses: 5, 117
anunkuli manke/ kurunane den-tinali "stood over her mortal remains
(and) looked at them". It may be recalled to memory that in prose
texts such as the Korawasrama those cola which do not constitute
complete sentences are of considerable frequency. There also a colon
may contain a subject, a local or temporal adjunct, a prepositional
group, one or more proper names etc. etc. and sequences of cola such
as Kor. 42, 5 paddnawurakën këmban ura, in arëp san Dhrtarastra, san
Pandawa kapat, lit. "together they offered, by strewing, flowers, before
Dh., the four P." and 42, 10 wus ta pinaduduk, anên palankan manik-
slra instead of our "he sat on the m. throne" may suffice to show that
they may, in prose texts, enter into the composition of sentences similar
to those found, as will be shown presently, in the poem. under
consideration.
- It is a feature of popular and archaic style to avoid long 'spans',
especially long complex sentences. A special interest may therefore attach
to those combinations of syntactic and metrical units which in trans-
lating appear to be equivalent to principal clauses the structureof which
is interrupted by a subordinate clause; Thus in 5, 123ef a short sentence

'is completéd first, the clause determining the subject follows afterwards,
not attached to that subject: yamabala pada rawuh/ kan anadan atma
manke where we would prefer: "the servants of Yama who waited
for the souls, arrived". A comparable combination of syntactic and
metrical units is 5, 3ab ana widyadari ika uyun/ anom. tan wruh in
reh, lit. "there was a nymph (who was) giddy, young,, (she) did not
know what she was to do". A characteristic construction is also 7,
18bde won Pranalas manke/ arahën de nira kaki/ satëpi sirin gunun,

Dl. 114 8
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lit. "the men of P. now, must be called up, (and the men from) all the
borderlands in the mountains". A doublé or complex subject is resolved
into its elements, part of which are placed after the predicate. Where
Latin or a modern language would prefer subordination, these authors
usually resort to juxtaposition of equivalent forms or clauses, placing
one of them in a separate verse: 1, 58gh pasawahan tuhu anlanu/ ar ja
pingirakën juran and not "the rice fields favourably situated at the
brinks of the ravines, looked picturesque".

Simplicity being almost everywhere the mark of this narrative style,
the preference for more or less extended series of monostichous syntag-
mata is compensated by biarticulate and loosely connected combinations
of syntagmata which while complementing each other and depending
on each other form a unity. Thus a clause introduced by the word kan
which throws the following words into relief is supplemented by an
epexegetic clause in 1, 5Sef kan pininit in jajalu/ won wadon darma
pinulen "what a man wishes to reserve for himself (is) a woman
who . . . " , or two clauses referring to two processes one of which is
subsequent to the other: 5, 68hi ri sampun tra araryan/ lumaku siralon-
lonan. In translating 1, 8hi cantakananis rin tawanf amalar tëdun in
warsa, Dr. Prijono reversed the order of the predications, no doubt
because the second one expresses the motive of the bird's crying; 1,
27ef suwe ika manu-manu/ rin jaba alunguh dewek, lit. "long he, not
knowing what he was to do, outdoors (he) is sitting alone".

It is worth while to study some longer sentences. 2, 35a-c the thought
"put on that jacket A., a present of Providence" is naturally enough
expressed by means of three cola: kulambi Antakusuma itu/ lah an-
genën manke/ pasunsun ira hyan Widi; the order of these cola is
perfectly intelligible, the moreso as the miraculous jacket had been
mentioned immediately before these lines: 34g-i ana drëwe nira bapa/
angenën kaka de nira/ kulambi A. "there is something which belonged
to father, put on that, the jacket A." In 6, 20a-e an equivalent to our
"no long time after your son-in-law's departure the king came" runs
as follows: saunkure mantit nira babu/ tan asuwe manke/ san nata
prapti rin kami: three monostichous cola each of them being a syntactic
group. A well-known structure is also: 1, lOb-d kapudan cod banres/
sampun tikah adudulur/ amanan woh in nambu "(the birds called)
k. c. b., not to speak of those accompanying them/ a t e . . ." Another
example of a complex structure is 1, 12e-g: paksinya muni rin luhur/
kan atungu anên rangon/ kulilinan muni asran, lit. "the birds uttered
sounds over the heads of those who kept watch being in the guard-
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houses, flying all around (they) uttered sounds briskly". In accordance
with the peculiarities of the predominantly analytic-concatenatory style
of popular texts a complex subject is of ten divided so as to assume, in
coordination, a plurality of predicates: 5, 59g-i ge dan gadinnya adulur/
tëbu 'cintamany ajajar/ gëdan guntin samy ajajar where we would
prefer "a large number of g. g., t. c, and g. g. stood beside each other
in rows".

A biarticulate structure of conditional or hypothetical sentences is
perfectly natural: 5, 1 lef yen wus patuduhanipun/' tan këna tinampik
manke; but we may point out soriie examples of a more complex com-
bihation 5, 8g-i yen sira asih irinsun/ sun kaka ginawa lunaf sun milu
rin mërcapada "if you love me, take me along with you, I will accom-
pany you to the world of men"; a similar structure occurs 5, 10 f-h.
Compare also 7, 58c-e yen këna sah sri bupati/ dene rëke sun-apus/
yen tinantuna katênsun/ lah sun sangupana manke, lit. "if the king
walks into the trap, outwitted you know by me, if he willmake a
proposal to me, well, then I shall take it upon myself".

. The long periodic style is not appropriate to popular poetry. Accord-
ingly examples of complex sentences are in the Sri Tanjun and similar
wörks, comparatively speaking, scarce. An example, exténding over
five verses is 3, 41: punapa manke polahan insun/ yen insun kinenken/
anaturakëna tulis/ tan wruh yen ala ayu/ yen iya kalawan dndu "what
was I to do, since being sent to hand a letter, I do not know what evil
or good (is written in it), (nor) whether it is yes or othérwisé!".

While the careful adaptation of the phraseology to the metrical form
no doubt was an important factor in securing clarity of expression and
ease of understanding, it was in his successful construction of longer
sentences that the poet shows his ability in harmonizing the more com-
plex ideas and somewhat intricate events of his narrative with the
loose syntactic structure of his age and the exigencies of the metre.
Forming in a sense syntactic units, groups of verses such as the
following constitute at the same time perfectly natural successiohs of
minor syntagmata: 5, 9 manke sun tan wrun mati/ dene san surawadu/
ambancana manke rinsun "now I shall certainly die, through this divine
woman, who tries to seduce me"; in 35 dene anambil sëkar tan tulus/
anrunu •wërtanef yen ki Sidapaksa mulih the new fact, viz. the inter-
ruption of their occupation on the side of the nymphs is placed at the
beginning of the new stanza, the repetition of a fact known to the
audience is to follow. Compare also 5, 33b a-c, 42a-d; 162a-c.

Instances of enjambment are, in the Sri Tanjun, extremely rare. In
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5, 102 a quadripartite sentence is continued beyond the end of the
couplet: mon ana getih sakacan/ mlësata rin babasahan// lamun
ambune abacin iku/ tuhw ala lampahe "if there is (a drop of) blood
of the size of a pea, that splashes your dress —, if it has an unpleasant
smell, then my life has been really bad". The words following after
this quotation, viz. yen mambu jëbad kasturi/ tuhu satya rin kakun
"if it smells of musk, then I have actually remained true to. my hus-
band" however show that this passage is an example of a completely
formulated alternative, couched in a syntactic form which was among
those preferred by early and popular authors. Before lamun there is
a marked and natural pause. A syntactic group may also begin or end
before a metrical unit has been brought to a close. In this case too the
same tendency, not to divide or to disintegrate minor syntactic units,
is obvious. A prepositional group is for instance left intact: 5. 24ab
kancit prapti Sidapaksa matur/ rin hyan Sakra manke "suddenly S.
arrived; respectfully he spoke to god S. now"; 7, 9e the group yen
sun "as for me" begins after the caesura; 5, 176h consists of a yan
clause and a lan group of opposite meaning, the former belonging to g,
the latter to i; cf. also 7, 41 bc wus rumansuk manke/ ni Sri Tanjun
den-sareni "they had entered into S. T., constituting her power"; 5,15ab.

It will be evident that this well-balanced style, with often such natural
and unlaboured agreement between metrical and syntactic units as are
found in any stanza of these texts, must have been the fruits of a long
poetic tradition and a successful routine of 'bardic' activity.

Utrecht. J. GONDA.
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